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By Ryan White

Touchstone Books, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book.
A candid, compelling, and rollicking portrait of the pirate captain of Margaritaville--Jimmy Buffett.
In Jimmy Buffett: A Good Life All the Way, acclaimed music critic Ryan White has crafted the first
definitive account of Buffett s rise from singing songs for beer to his emergence as a tropical icon
and CEO behind the Margaritaville industrial complex, a vast network of merchandise, chain
restaurants, resorts, and lifestyle products all inspired by his sunny but disillusioned hit
Margaritaville. Filled with interviews from friends, musicians, Coral Reefer Band members past and
present, and business partners who were there, this book is a top-down joyride with plenty of side
trips and meanderings from Mobile and Pascagoula to New Orleans, Key West, down into the
islands aboard the Euphoria and the Euphoria II, and into the studios and onto the stages where the
foundation of Buffett s reputation was laid. Buffett wasn t always the pied piper of beaches, bars,
and laid-back living. Born on the Gulf Coast, the son of a son of a sailing ship captain, Buffett
scuffed around New Orleans in the late sixties, flunked out of Nashville (and...
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This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia  Schinner-- O tilia  Schinner

It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner-- Lennie Renner
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